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Autoloading Repeating Rifle
Made in 25 Rem. 30/30 Rem., 32 Rem. and 35 Rem.

Calibres. All Centre Fire. and Rimless.

1Jimensions 22 inch. special smokeless steel barrel,
straight grip stock of plain walnut. not check-
ered; pistol grip stock made to order, no
additional charge; rubber bull plate; weight
about 7Y< lbs.; number of shots. five.
Sling strars furnished,filled to rifle,at additional
charge 0 $2.

~--.'--~

List, $30No.1, "Standard" Grade,

No.3, "Special" Grade. List, $40

5tock Selected English walnut, straight grip and fore-end checkered, pistol grip.
made to order no additional charge.

Dimensions Same as No. I.

Take Down

A ,i m pIe "t a k e
down" system permits
the Remington Auto.
Inading Rifle being taken
down and put together
ea,ily and quickly. This
is especially convenient
for carrying and de~n..
in g. N 0 additional
charge for "take down. t.

For detailed description Auto Rifle ,ee page, 36-41

Liit Prices subject to YOllr dealer's discount



Take Down

Autoloadinc. Repeating Rifle
Solid Breech

No.4 Grade

No.5 Crade

No.6 Grade

30

Hammerle ••



Dimensions 22 inch special smokelesssteel barrel,
weight about 7}4: lbs.; number 01 shots,
five; take down.

List, $60

(S'e balltUliu on IHJftl 41.)

No.4 Grade,

Slack Very fine English walnut stock, finely
checkered straight grip and fore-end,
extra scroll engraving, shotgun butl.

Rgmlngto/t
AutoloadinK RepeatinK Rifle

Made in 25 Rem. 30/30 Rem., 32 Rem. and 35
Rem. Calibres. All Centre Fire and Rimless.

No.5 Grade, List, $90

Slack Best English walnut, neatly checkered grip and fore-end; extra fine scroll
engraving, silver name plate.

Dimensions Same as No.4.
---a,---

List, $140

Same as No.4.

Finest Circassian walnut with gold
name plate, grip and fore-end
elaborately checkered, finest quali-
ty game engraving.

The Solid Breeeh
which guarsnteci

N 5 6 / /. d . h . /' L p•• r•• , .aI.ty.as. 4, and a so supp Ie D1J1 plslo gnp sioe/cs
without additional charge.

ror detailed description Aulo Rifle see pages 36.41

List Prices subject to J'our dealers discount

No.6 Grade,

Dimensions
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Sights for Remington Rifles

19

l'nce Lut on opposite page

34
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Sights for Remington Rifles

J -Lyman patent rear peep sight No.1 •.

2-Lyman patent rear sight. for Auto Rifle.

3-Lyman patent ivory bead front sight No: 3. for Auto Rifle •.

4--Lyman semi-jack front sight.

S-Lyman combination front sight No. S.
6-Lyman leaf sight.

7-Marble's patent rear peep sight, for Auto Rifle.

B--Marble's standard front sight, "
9-Marble's reversible front sight. •.

10--Marble's improved front sight, •.

1J -Sheard's gold bead front sight. "
12-King's triple bead front sight, •.

13-F ront sight. Autoloading Rifle.
14--F rant sight. No. 2 Rifle.

1S-F ront sight. No. 4 Rifle.
16-Rear sight, No. 4 Rifle.
17-Rear combination peep sight.

lB--Gallery or sporting peep sight for 22 and 32 cal. rifles..
19-5porting rear sight.
20--Rear peep sight. No.6 Rifle.

When ordering sights specif)' for what rifle they are ",allted
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Price

$3.00
3.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

3.00
1.00

I.S0
1.00
I.S0
I.S0
.30
.2S
.20
.2S

2.00

250
.7S
.SO
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Autoloading Repeating Rifle

(Browning Patents)

Take Down Solid Breech Hammerless

In presenting this self~loading. five shot repeating rifle to sportsmen. we are convinced that it
is the most perfect hunting rifle ever produced.

The recoil or "kick" is utilized to reload. which reduces the shock on the shoulder, adds
to the pleasure of shooting and to the rapidity with which aimed shots may be fired.

The breech is locked by a turning bolt which locks close up against the head of the cartridge,
as in the latest designs of military riftes. This reduces the liability of breaking shells. when firing.
to a minimum. and gives great strength and security. Furthermore. this locked breech allows the
use of high power cartridges with perfect ~afety. and this advantage over other automatically
loaded riftes in which the breech-block is not locked at all is at once apparent.

As the bolt has two lugs on its front end which lock into each side of the barrel extension,
all unequal strains are eliminated. which gives accuracy of fire. In firing, the barrel is free to

recoil in a straight line. consequently, has no tendency to "whip" or "switch" as in the ordinary

rifle when shooting high power cartridges.

The arm is safe and strong, of light weight. and combines accuracy with rapidity of fire.

safety and simplicity, is handsome in design. handles well. anc. has a decidedly pleasing and busi-
ness-like appearance.

It is made to take the new .35 calibre Remington Autoloading central fire rimless. smoke.

less powder cartridge with 200-grain bullet, having a velocity of about 2000 ft. per second; also
the following cartridges: 25 Rem .• 30/30 Rem. and .32 Rem" all central fire and rimless.
smokeless powder. This rifte will be found sufficiently powerful for shooting any game found
on this continent. and we are convinced it will be a great favorite among shooters.

The riRe has a box magazine and is loaded with a clip, the same as modern military arms.

The magazine can also be loaded without a clip, and, unlike other automatically loaded rift•••
the magazine does not have a strong spring, thereby making it easy and quick to load either with
or without clip. The empty shells are ejected from top of receiver by a spring, throwing them out

softly and surely.
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Autoloading Repeating Rifle-.Continlled

The bolt remains open after the last cartridge in the magazine has been fired. notifies the
shooter that the arm is empty, prevents snapping the hammer when there is no cartridge in the
chamber and alw saves the time of opening the breech by hand. This arm can also be fired
rapidly as a single Jo&der when the magazine is empty. The bolt can be quickly removed from
the receiver. the extractor and firing pin taken out and replaced without the use of tools. The
rifle has our solid breech feature which insures the shooter perfect safety. The trigger pull is
extra light, from I Yz to 3 Ibs., and our balanced trigger prevents the arm from jarring off should
it be accidentally dropped while the safety is unlocked. The safety is one of the best ever
placed on a rifle. and when in a locked position securely locks both the trigger and bolt. It can
be .seen at a glance or by sense of feeling whether it is locked or not.

The rapidity of fire is only limited by the speed the shooter can pull and release trigger,
but it should be understood that pulling the trigger once only fires one shot, and that it must be
released and pulled again for each s~ccessive shot.

Action Closed

Directions for Dismounting

To Remove Bolt and Bolt Carrier Together with Extractor and Firing Pin.

First see that the hammer is cocked which can be seen by looking into the slot on right
hand side 'of receiver when the safety is pushed down, then separate barrel jacket and receiver
as already described, draw operating handle back about halfway, and while holding the bolt
back with the left hand pull outward on the pin located in the center of the operating handle and
push handle forward and out of the bolt carrier. The bolt carrier can then be pushed forward
and out of the receiver. Replace in reverse order.

To remove extractor, raise up front end enough to let the nib which enters the groove in
the front end of the bolt escape, at the same time pull i.t forward and out.
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RgmJngtoll,
Autoloading Repeating Rifle-Continued

Directions for Dismounting-Continued

To remove firing pin. push out the pin that holds it in place.

To remove boIt. first remove firing pin, then push out the two pins holding it.
The butt stock can be removed by taking out the tang screw.

To remove trigger plate. take out pin and screw holding it and draw it down and out of
the receiver.

The safety and safety rocker can th~n be taken out by turning the safety down until the

rocker is at a right angle with the frame. The safety can then be pushed out from opposite side.

which releases the rocker which is then free to betaken out.

When the trigger plate is out, the bolt carrier latch spring, barrel lock. bolt carrier latch and

magazine indicator can be removed.

Action Open

To replace these parts, first put In the magazine indicator., next the bolt carner latch,

then barrel lock, and last the bolt carrier latch spring. When replacing the magazine indicator,

be sure the front end of its spring enters the small slit in the side of receiver; also that the rear

end of barrel lock rests under the front end of the bolt carrier latch. It will rarely; if ever, be

necessary to remove the barrel recoil spring or buffer spring from the jacket, but if it is found

desirable to do so, unscrew the nut on the front end of barrel and draw the barrel out of the jacket.

To remove the recoil and buffer spring a nd spring case and washer, unscrew the jacket

bushing. In replacing these parts be sure that it is in the following order: First. slide the barrel
into the jacket. resting its lower end on the floor or bench. This will leave the end of the
barrel sticking out of the front end of jacket. Next put in the buffer spring, then the spring case

with flanged end down and recoil spring, and last the washer. with serrated side uppermost.

Hold the washer down and screw down the barrel nut; then draw the barrel back sufficiently
to screw down the jacket bushing. The barrel nut should be kept screwed down tight.
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Autoloading Repeating Rifle-Continued

Directions lor Operating, Dismounting and Care
Care of the Remington Autoloading Repeating Rille

As soon as possible after use the barrel should be cleaned and oiled. The a,ction 01 the
riRe will require very little attention. From time to time a small amount of oil should be put

on the holt carrier. When the arm is taken do~n for carrying. the inside of the jacket can be
oiled occasionaHy to prevent rusting. This can be done by drawing the barrel back about an

inch ar.d placing a few drops of oil inside the front end of the jacket.
Never use heavy or sticky oil. Use "Three in One" if possible. and if it cannot be obtained.

use sewing machine oil.

To Load With the safety thrown down, open the breech by' drawing the operating handle hack
as far as it will go. This will expose the opening or entrance to magazine. which can

be filled by inserting one cartridge at a time or the full quantity (5) by use of cartridge dip.

To Load with Clip Drop a clip with its five cartridges in the top of receiver. place the end of
the thumb on topmost cartridge near the clip. close up to the head. and

press the cartridges down into the magazine, then draw back slightly on the operating handle and
let it go forward, which wiB push a cartridge into the chamber.

To Load Without Clip If not using clip, press the cartridges into the magazine one at a time
until it is full, then draw back slightly on the operating handle and let

it go forward, which will force the cartridge from the magazine into the chamber.

To Refill Magazine When Partl~ Empt~ It frequently happens that after firing one or more
shah it is desirable to refiil the magazine. To do this,

draw back the operating handle as far as it will go and press upward on the thumb-piece of
magazine indicator located on left hand side of receiver on lower edge, which will hold the bolt
open. After filling the magazine, draw back slightly on the operating handle and let it snap forward.

To Use as a Single Loader Press a cartridge into the magazine, draw back on the operating
handle and let it snap forward.

To Taqe DOD1n With the breech closed, unscrew and remove fore.arm. This will expose the
assembling screw with lever attached which holds the barrel jacket and receiver

together. Turn the lever down and unscrew, pull barrel jacket forward and it will separate from
the receiver.
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Rgm/Ilgto/l,.
Autoloading Repeating Rifle-Continued

To Put Togelbt!r Open the breech. Insert end of barrel extension into receiver and press back
untiJ the jacket head enters its seat. Screw down assembling screw tight.

Close breech by pressing down on magazine indicator thumb-piece; at the same time hold operat-
ing handle to prevent bolt snapping forward quic\:ly. Now. if lugs on bolt do not enter slot in
barrel extension, draw back operating handle a bout one inch and hold it there; then with a
cartridge. 'screw.driver or other implement. push bolt forward until the Jugs on bolt afe in position
to enter slot in barrel extension. Generally the bolt can be pushed forward with the finger and
no implement required.

Setting breech-bolt \

NOTE that only when the bolt is in its forward position can the locking lugs on bolt enter
the slot in barrel extension.

CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN TO SEE THAT ASSEMBLING SCREW IS
ALWAYS KEPT TIGHT.

Ammunition for Remington Autoloading RiOe
As the Remington Autoloading Rifle is operated by, recoil. it is desirable that the ammuni.

tion be loaded as uniformly as possible, therefore we recommend the product of the large factories,
especially that of The Union Metallic Cartridge Co., as giving most uniform and satisfactoryresults.

Cartridges

$42.00
$38.00
$33.00

40

(Cut Full Size.) (Cut Full Size.)
Loaded with smokeless powder and 200-grain bullet. has a muzzle velocity of about 2000

ft. per second. Penetration of bullets in % inch pine boards at 15 feet from muzzle: soft point
bullet. 12 boards; metal case bullet. 32 boards.

Price per thousand. .35 Rem Calibre
Price per thousand •. 32 Rem and 30/30 Calibres
Price per thousand •. 25 Rem Calibre .

These cartridges not supplied loaded in clips.
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Autoloading Repeating Rifle

Is the fast shooting, hard hitting, modern arm, and is "big enough for the biggest

game." Muzzle energy or strifting force depends on the velocity and weight of

the bullet. Compare the figures of the following well-known cartridges and decide on

the Remington Autoloading Rifle because of its effectiveness.

Balli:dles given by Union Metallie Cartridge Company.

Weight Velocity Muzzle TRAJECTORY Penetrntion of
of of ~~ff~tO Bullet

Bullet Bullet 910 Vds. 300 Yds. 400 Vds. 500 Yds. In Ji" Pine Boards
XA)lF. OF CARTRIDGE --- Height Height Height Height

~I~Grains Ft. per Ft. Lbs. at "' at at
Second 100Yds. 160 Yds. 200 Yds. 250 Yds.

.22 Long Rifle-Black ........... .0 1103 lOS 22.16 ........ ........ ...,---. .... ....

.22 .. .. -Smokeless ...... '0 983 86 23.91 ........ ........ ........ .... ....

.25/20 Stevens ......................... 86 1468 412 12.44- 32.61 67.58 ........ 8 11
*.25 Remington Autoloading. 117 2127 1175 4.95 13.n 28.12 54.51 11 44
.25/35 Smokeless _._.........•••... 117 2030 1070 6.00 15 80 33.42 66.35 11 36

*.30/30 Remington Autoloading 170 2020 1540 5.H 15.21 31.56 57.12 11 '2
.30l30 Smokeless ................... 1iO 2020 1540 5.74 15.21 31.56 57.12 11 42

*.32 Remington Autoloading 165 2057 l.ii50 S. i9 15 76 33.44 62.68 12 41
..n Smokeless ............. ........ 165 2111 1633 5.31 14.82 31 41 59.18 12 45
.32 Self Londing (Win.) ........ 165 1HO 760 11.86 31.74 6452 ....... 10 1)
.303 Savage ....... .... ...... ........ 195 1952 1658 5.96 15.60 32.(}() 58.18 11 42
.32/40 Smokeless ............ 165 1505 830 10.86 29.Z8 59.63 ........ 10 20
.32/40 High Power .... .... 165 Z065 1558 5.47 15.64 33.•N 6200 10 .18

* 35 Remington Autoloading .. 200 2000 1776 5.40 1660 3640 6558 12 32
.35 Self Loading (Win.) .......... 180 1452 842 12 75 34.31 6930 ........ 9 17
.351 ,. .. (Win.) ........ 180 1875 1405 720 19.97 4380 81.58 13 26
..• 8/55 High Power .......... ... 255 1700 1635 8.19 20.95 4435 79.60 12 36
38/55 Smokeless ................... 255 1316 978

I
13.31 33.49 6789 ........ 14 20

.H/'O Hillh Velocity ........... 200 15M 1081 11.56 32.18 67.40 ........ 12 ....
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